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Many, many contributions to our work, 
workshops, impossible to cover everything 
in this talk. Apologies in advance for needing 
to be selective.



High Parton Density Working Group

•Previous meetings:
–Divonne 2008
⇒First low-x pseudo-data available

–Conveners meeting, February 2009
⇒Draft outline of  HPD contribution to CDR

–Madrid DIS 2008 pre-workshop, April 2008
–HPD WG Pre-meeting @ CERN, June 2008
⇒Contributions covering all aspects of  

draft outline
⇒Extensive discussion re: strategy for 

pitching HPD part of  LHeC physics 
program.
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Draft CDR HPD Outline 
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Point of  nomenclature:
black body 

black disk



Feedback on Draft CDR Outline
• My personal interpretation of  feedback from 
Madrid and discussion at CERN workshop:

– Draft outline may suffer somewhat from the “can’t  
see the forest for the trees problem”

⇒Compreshensive overview of  the physics of  
saturation and the variety measurements that 
could help elucidate that phyiscs.

– But, for LHeC CDR we (also) need to have concise 
physics message/goals.

⇒Extensive discussion @ CERN on this point

– And we need to focus on measurements most 
important in exploring the physics at HPD.

⇒This particular point has been a key part of  the 
discussion in all of  our meetings so far.
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HPD: Physics message/goals
• At CERN meeting it was argued (most explicitly 
by  Albacete) that we should broaden the 
physics focus:
– from “saturation” to “non-linear evolution”
⇒ Avoid being tied to any specific model

– general agreement from all participants

• An attempt to phrase physics goals in one 
sentence appropriate for (e.g.) summary of   
LHeC physics
– “Search for and elucidate the role of  non-linearities  

in QCD evolution at high parton densities indicating 
an approach to the  unitarity limit”
⇒Can we come out of  this meeting with an improved/

refined version of  this statement of  phyiscs goals 
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HPD and e-A
• General view of  participants in HPD 
discussions/meetings:

–e-A is essential part of  LHeC HPD 
physics program

• Also a consensus that e-A does not get enough 
emphasis in LHeC discussions.
– Partly a sociological problem
⇒Anything involving nuclei is viewed as “messy”     

by high-energy physicists

• Some questions we need to answer before 
proceeding with CDR
– How to overcome this prejudice?
– How to better state the case for e-A?
– How to raise the importance of  e-A in LHeC program?
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HPD and e-A (2)
• Possible extension of  previous goals statement:

– “Search for and elucidate the role of  non-linearities  
in QCD evolution at high parton densities indicating 
an approach to the  unitarity limit”
⇒Extend existing e-p measurements to lower x         

(at high enough Q2 to be safely perturbative).
⇒Using nuclei to increase parton density in 

controlled manner at fixed kinematics (at …)

• Also important to LHeC motivation:
– Connections to other physics programs. For e-A:
⇒Non-linearity/saturation crucial to understanding 

initial conditions of  heavy ion collisions 
⇒Improved nuclear DIS measurements of  broad 

importance to nuclear physics community
⇒Space-time evolution of  partons: nuclear SIDIS
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LHeC low-x kinematics (e-p)

• From A. Stasto talk at CERN workshop
– Acceptance down to ~1° essential to low-x program 8



LHeC low-x kinematics (e-A)

• From A. Stasto talk at CERN workshop 9



How to “see” non-linearities 

• Each of  HPD meetings has spent substantial 
time on crucial problem(s):
– How to convincingly demonstrate non-linear  

evolution in QCD?
– Is there model-independent (model-insensitive) way 

to tell that we are seeing approach to unitarity limit?

• General consensus:
– While inclusive F2 measurements are easiest, have 

smallest systematic errors, they may not provide the 
most sensitive evidence for non-linear evolution

• Alternatives (non-diffractive)
– FL - more directly sensitive to g(x, Q2) but hard and 

will take time to run different energies 
– F2

c  - also sensitive to g(x, Q2) 
– Forward di-jets
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LHeC Data and PDFs
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J. Rojo, from CERN HPD 
workshop, NNPDF 
analysis

extraction of  xg from 
LHeC pseudo-data  
(no saturation)



LHeC Data and PDFs, non-linearities?

• Can we see failure of  linear evolution (including 
low-x resummation) with e-p data from LHeC?
– NNPDF fits to pseudo-data w/ saturation (here FS04)
– Compare extracted PDFs, deviations indicate failure 

of  linear evolution
⇒Need FL to see significant
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J. Rojo, from CERN HPD workshop



LHeC Data and PDFs, non-linearities?
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J. Rojo, from CERN HPD workshop

• Similar conclusions w/ more modern saturation 



F2, FL in saturation (dipole) models

• Saturation naturally implemented in dipole 
picture, but how robust are the dipole 
calculations (model sensitivity)
– Compare a wide selection of  dipole calculations that 

provide good fits to HERA data
⇒Generally good agreement
⇒Can define theoretical error (within assumptions) 14

From J. Albacete, CERN HPD workshop



Nuclear PDF, LHeC

• Nuclear pseudo-data for a given set of  
assumptions re: nuclear running
– Excellent statistics for F2, not so good for FL 
⇒But, sensitive to assumptions re: nuclear operation

– FL still as necessary with nuclei?
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N. Armesto, CERN HPD workshop



Nuclear PDFs, LHeC Improvement

• Have almost no knowledge of  shadowing, anti-
shadowing of  gluons in nuclei, serious problem
– LHeC huge improvement (Eskola)
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Diffraction, unitarity
• Diffraction: probing approach to unitarity limit?
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From M. Strikman, CERN HPD workshop



Diffraction, unitarity in nuclei
• Diffraction: probing approach to unitarity limit?

18From M. Strikman, CERN HPD workshop

Nominally at 
unitary limit 
but < 0.5 due 
to nuclear 
profile (edge)



Diffraction via dipole picture
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Hard diffraction and saturation

dipole size r

the dipole scattering amplitude• the total cross sections

in DIS

in DDIS

contribution of the different r

regions in the hard regime

!
DIS

 dominated by relatively hard sizes

!
DDIS

 dominated by semi-hard sizes

• diffraction directly sensitive 
to saturation

From C. Marquardt, CERN HPD workshop



Diffraction, saturation, Hera
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Comparison with HERA data

(~450 points)

parameter-free predictions

with IIM model

at fixed ! , the scaling variable is

C.M. and Schoeffel (2006)C.M. (2007)
geometric scaling

From C. Marquardt, CERN HPD workshop



Inclusive Diffraction @ LHeC

• From talk by P. Newman Divonne 2008
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Nuclear Inclusive Diffraction

• Detection of  nuclear break-up crucial.
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Kowalski, Lappi, C.M. and Venugopalan (2008)

 
With nuclear break-up



Exclusive Diffraction
• From G. Watt, CERN HPD workshop 
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Exclusive Diffraction at LHeC
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From P. Newman, 
CERN HPD 
workshop

e-p only

pseudo-data for 
two different LHeC 
scenarios



Current Status
• Have calculations and/or pseudo-data for most 
channels of  interest
– Missing pseudo-data for nuclear diffraction
– Not much for F2

c  -- especially test of  sensitivity to 
non-linear effects as alternative to FL.

– Jets are also behind other channels

• Lacking Monte Carlo/event generator studies
– Especially for e-A (generator?)
⇒Synergy with EIC effort

• Have started looking into nuclear radiative 
corrections
– Needs serious effort

• How some questions raised above re: HPD 
physics in larger LHeC program.
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Next Steps

• Next steps:
– Start writing based on results of  this meeting
– Fill in the essential missing pieces 
– How many measurements should appear in CDR?
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From CERN 
HPD 
workshop


